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15 crazy pokémon fan theories that were actually confirmed Mar 29 2024 15 crazy pokémon fan theories that were actually confirmed by joseph walter published jun 4 2018 many dedicated pokémon
fans have come up with crazy fan theories however not all of them are as far fetched as we d think the pokémon franchise is a gargantuan worldwide phenomenon being around for 22 years as of this
writing the
16 crazy pokemon fan theories that might actually be true Feb 28 2024 16 crazy pokemon fan theories that might actually be true brandon michaels updated april 25 20241 5m views16 items
ranked by 117 6k votes 23 6k voters voting rules vote up the pokémon fan theories that seem totally plausible the pokémon franchise has been going strong since the american release of red and blue
way back in 1998
pokémon 15 fan theories so crazy they might be true thegamer Jan 27 2024 each new release simply adds fuel to the fire creating more questions and larger gaps because of this we ve scoured
the net to find some of the most interesting pokémon fan theories that could very well be true do you have a particular favorite fan theory or one that isn t featured on this list let us know
pokemon the 10 most ridiculous fan theories that people Dec 26 2023 home lists pokemon the 10 most ridiculous fan theories that people actually believed by austin laymon published apr 19
2021 the pokemon series has inspired a number of fan theories over
15 pokémon fan theories that are actually real and 10 the Nov 25 2023 via scified com the origin of the pokémon world is kind of sketchy at best with new generations introducing new legendary
pokémon that each had their own set of powers some have tried to explain how the world came to be there are theories involving arceus and the creation of other legendaries
25 classic pokémon fan theories we can t believe are true Oct 24 2023 there are literally theories for everything including where some pokémon came from and some holes in characterization for
example why doesn t ash appear to age season after season or why do certain pokémon look alike but seem to have no actual connection to one another
elaborate pokémon fan theories that actually make a ranker Sep 23 2023 because it s been around for so long many fans have come up with interesting and often elaborate fan theories about
pokémon and plenty of great pokémon fan art every so often fans will take their theory to the fantheories subreddit to share their thoughts and ideas about pokémon
extremely detailed pokémon cartoon fan theories ranker Aug 22 2023 fans have watched and rewatched those episodes for years and some of them have come up with some extremely detailed
pokémon theories about the series this list highlights the best of those fan theories that have been posted to the fantheories subreddit check them out below and don t forget to vote up your favorite
pokémon fan theories 1
what are the craziest most odd pokemon theories you ve ever Jul 21 2023 ash s coma theory the cubone kangaskan thoery metapod burterfree and venonat venomoth swapping places alongside the
magikarp and dratini families my favorite of all the theories are the legendary beast ones the pokemon digimon one and the gengar alakazam machamp and golem one
7 crazy pokemon origin theories that ll blow your mind Jun 20 2023 7 crazy pokemon origin theories that ll blow your mind ditto is actually a failed clone of mew no joke by alex leadbeater updated
april 27th 2021 who doesn t love pokémon an easy to
5 pokémon fan theories that might be true 5 that were May 19 2023 10 might be true humans are evolved devolved pokémon pokémon and humans have a tight relationship though some think
this goes beyond mere friendship this idea suggests that pokémon and mankind share their circles of life and that the two species are connected in a literal biological sense
15 crazy pokémon conspiracy theories that will twinfinite Apr 18 2023 15 crazy pokémon conspiracy theories that will open your eyes to the truth twinfinite image source the pokemon company features
15 crazy pokémon conspiracy theories that will
8 crazy pokemon fan theories that are definitely true Mar 17 2023 8 crazy pokemon fan theories that are definitely true one particular johto pokemon holds a dark secret by stacey henley october 25th
2018 nintendo pokémon has been one of gaming s
10 very crazy theories from pokémon fans Feb 16 2023 what are some crazy pokémon fan theories ash s coma theory some fans believe that ash is in an induced coma after an accident and that his
pokémon adventure is just a dream the theory of ditto and mew there are those who think that ditto is a failed form of mew s creation due to their genetic similarities
15 dark pokemon fan theories that actually make a ranker Jan 15 2023 the world of pokemon is not only bizarre but it s darker than most casual fans realize from ominous pokedex entries to the grisley
side of the manga there s more to these monsters than what meets the eye curious pokemon fans are sharing the most disturbing and unsettling fan theories about pokemon that are so on the nose they
just might be
20 crazy pokémon fan theories that actually got confirmed Dec 14 2022 20 bonkers pokémon fan theories that actually got confirmed by nabeel malik published mar 17 2018 the world of pokémon
is complex enough as it is but what about the weirder side of things the pokémon craze is something that started back in 1995 when the first games for the series were announced for the gameboy
creepy pokémon fan theories that could be true thegamer Nov 13 2022 20 really creepy pokémon fan theories that totally make sense by ariel needleman published jul 13 2017 these crazy pokémon fan
theories are creepy shocking and scary but they totally make sense via knowyourmeme com epicstream com
the best pokemon conspiracy theories game rant Oct 12 2022 while they may seem a bit farfetch d to some here are a few of the creepiest pokemon conspiracy theories to have arisen to date
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updated march 10 2023 by tom bowen despite its family friendly
8 crazy pokémon fan theories that make the games even better Sep 11 2022 2024 google llc pokémon is a worldwide phenomenon as a franchise over two decades old there have been some interesting
theories cropping up about various things within the
crazy pokemon scarlet violet theory about terapagos Aug 10 2022 published oct 30 2023 08 25 game freak every game with a speck of lore has fan made theories and pokemon has tons of lore to feed
the pocket monster conspiracy theorists but the most recent theory about terapagos and paradox pokemon has fans divided beware there are spoilers ahead
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